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The BBC's Clare Arthurs talks about the use of jargon in the news and news reporting. 

The BBC World Service newsroom as a general rule tries to avoid using journalese or jargon 

on air - that’s jargon for a broadcast. 

We know that radio works best when we can get close to our listeners. We try not to distance 

ourselves by using strange technical terms. At the same time, we share the excitement of 

broadcasting with our audiences. We like to tell our listeners when we’re interviewing 

someone who's where breaking news is happening, or that we have an interview in real time, 

with an important or interesting figure. 

Some of the expressions you'll hear on air include:  

on the line; that's somebody on a telephone  

on the ground; that's at the location of the news story, and  

news to hand; that means a story which we've just found out about.  

You might also hear: 

joining us live; that's an interview which is in real time, not pre-recorded 

coming up; one or two items which you’ll hear later in the programme 

headlines; a summary of the major stories 

clip or audio; that's a short item which has been recorded on tape or computer 

a report or a despatch is written and delivered by a journalist or reporter.   
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But when is a reporter, a correspondent? There’s a hierarchy in titles from journalist, to 

reporter, editor and correspondent.  

A correspondent is a reporter who’s usually based overseas, away from the headquarters of 

the news organisation. They have a particular area to cover, a field.  

A correspondent has status and seniority and it’s a title many journalists aspire to. 

 


